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What are our simulations and business war games?
Bringing challenges to life
Simulation/ War game concept overview

What are
they?

• Brings external and internal factors to
life

A scenario based experiential activity
that places participants in a simulated
situation that requires them to go through
a decision-making process close to real
life in a safe future environment
What is the difference between a
simulation and a business war game?

• Tests decision making in a safe
environment

What are
the
benefits
of doing
them?

• Uncovers false assumptions,
unintended consequences and
unknown unknowns
• Produces a lasting impact on strategic
or operational planning/testing using
qualitative and quantitative dimensions
• Builds consensus amongst team(s)
and/or stakeholders

What are
the
Outputs?
Simulation/ War
game delivery

Simulation/
War game Report

• Supports effective transformational
change
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Business Wargaming
Techniques & Tools
Wargaming techniques

Wargaming tools

•

Red team – Experts from your organisation &
Deloitte providing an interactive resistant
environment

•

Master Events List - Detailed content and
timeline with moves and counter-moves
thought through to allow for the unexpected

•

Experts panel – Subject Matter Experts giving
their insights/ opinions

•

“Hot-injects” – On the day the red team will
send injects to the Blue team(s) in reaction to
their decisions/actions

•

War game design – crucial aspect of war
game are the bespoke design to achieve your
aim/objectives (e.g. parallel teams for
comparison effect, each team with different
briefings, re-run of moves …)

•

War game materials – Highly realistic
materials often including qualitative and
quantitative data for participants packs,
facilitator handbook and observers pack.

•

Unbounded decision-making- in war games
you are able to make any decisions you may
like (free-play)

•

War game visuals – To render qualitative
and/or quantitative data accessible in one place
(e.g. live dashboards, impact modelling, wall
posters, maps, infographics)

•

Behavioural aspects- not only do you learn on
content but special attention is given to
behaviours in the design itself (e.g. leadership,
team work etc..)

•

Plenary sessions – “Hot” & “cold” debriefs,
possible time-out sessions to gather viewpoints
and lessons learned

•

War game Control - to support step by step
running of wargame - and White Team usually active observers

•

Technology- For e.g. “Big brother” set up,
Media Hub, Digital platforms
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Business Wargaming
How does it work in practice?

Red team(s)

Competitors, Market
& Regulators
stakeholders

Challenge

Observe

Role Play

React

Client
Team

Analyse

Client team(s)

Prompts

Injects

Scenario

Decide

Control team
Control team
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Business Wargaming capability
Four areas

Issues & Crisis Preparedness
Simulations & War Games

Future Preparedness War games
To help you explore your possible
future and get a better
understanding of its unknown
unknowns.

To support your high impact events,
issues or crisis plans preparedness.

Explore

Plan,
Test,
Stress
test

Practice

Learning & Training War Games
To help you practice and rehearse
your skills and understand others’
perspectives.
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Key Decisions Business
War Games
To support your planning, testing or
stress testing of your key decisions
or big challenges that keep you
awake at night.
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Drug launch
Global Pharma companies war game workshop
Background
Two global pharma companies formed a partnership to co-launch a new drug in two regions.
The drug was undergoing phase 3 clinical trials with the results expected to be published soon. The drug was
set to launch in two regions. The biggest concern was that the outcome of the clinical trial could
demonstrate that the new treatment is no better than current drugs already on the market.
The client engaged Deloitte to help assess the potential impacts of various trial results, and to develop a
detailed mitigation plan. The two ‘maximum change’ scenarios were explored.

Project Format
Phase 1

Phase 2

War game workshop

Initial mitigation planning

Design and deliver a war game workshop

Develop initial strategic mitigation plan

• Using wargaming methodology, design and deliver a
workshop to structure the client’s thinking and
planning: Explore scenarios, identify associated
internal & external impacts, and plan to mitigate

• Crystallise workshop findings
• Prioritise, sequence and timeline key decisions and
activities

Produce war game workshop output
• Provide detailed data from the workshop
• Prepare an Exec Summary with key decisions,
activities, and risks
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Support tactical mitigation planning
• Provide support to the client, to structure the detailed
mitigation planning
• Review detailed planning
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Competitors’ moves (1/2)
Broadband company full market business war game
Background
This client was facing an increasingly
competitive environment as the
ecosystem, regulatory and market
landscape continues to evolve.

Format

This client engaged us to run a full market
business war game to bring to life the
competitive context and ultimately direct
response strategies.

Day 1: 2017-2018

Day 2: 2019-2023

Day 1 initial briefing

Day 2 briefing

2017-2018
Increased fixed line competition and threats of
substitution to 4G wireless products and Wi-Fi
offerings.
Debriefing Session
2017-2018
Market shock – potential Competitor merger due to
pressure on growth.
Debriefing Session

2019-2023
Increased demand for higher broadband speeds due
to advancements in technology and looming 5G
release poses a substitution threat.
Market shock – new player entry.
Debriefing Session

Insights Session
Key threats for this client, response strategies,
participant reflections, and action plan.
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Competitors’ moves (2/2)

Broadband company full market business war game
Benefits and outcomes
Explored the effectiveness of likely client’s
response strategies or tactics under the
current operating environment

Team configuration

Control Team

Immersed senior leaders in a business war
game using technology with (near) real time
data exchange, uploads and impacts visible to
the players
Represented all major market participants and
Highlighted the scale, timing and impact of
their potential competitive moves

Role-played
Competitors

Tech set-up

Client Teams

Market & Regulators
& Disruptors
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Learning how to negotiate

Negotiation Skills Business War game for Deloitte University
Senior Manager level participants with aim to enhance
negotiations skills
1 day innovative blended learning business war game
The war game used a negotiation model which is based on
the Harvard model of negotiation, and involved role-played
negotiation meetings

Online learning platform

War game materials are pushed to participant teams
through an online platform, which drives the war game and
replicates real life decision making
Teams are scored on tasks through the platform, and on
face-to-face meetings. These scores were aligned to the
negotiation framework for in-day feedback.

Negotiation framework used – example of scoring
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Future Joint-Venture
Major Oil Company Business War game
Background, Benefits and Outcomes

Team roles and configuration

We were engaged by this oil company to
develop a Joint-Venture war game event in
order to bring typical JV risks and challenges
to life.

•

Participants experienced rapid decision making
and faced the consequences of their actions.

Set wargame in motion;
constantly monitors and
controls wargame flow
and team actions

•

Introduced scenario
updates and
injects/material

We brought to life a scenario based on reallife experiences of SMEs across different
service lines (M&A, Tax, Audit, Strategy).

The war game event equipped them to tackle
the future of Joint Ventures and develop best
instinctive behaviours with a learning journey
embedded by experts.

•

6 player teams in total,
with 3 focusing on
downstream and 3
focusing on upstream

•

Prepared strategic JV
responses to scenarios

“Back to the Future” Format
Move 1
2030
EXITING

Move 2
2020
RESTRUCTURING

Move 3
2016
FORMING

Control team
(inc facilitators)

Downstream 1

Upstream 1

Downstream 2

Upstream 2

Downstream 3

Upstream 3

Experts

•

Subject Matter Experts inputted advice when
requested

•

Role played different stakeholders and provided
key insights during debriefs

The event was themed around “Back to the
Future”, taking participants from 2030 to
2016, with a focus on a different JV
challenge at each move.
Dynamic injects such as newspaper articles,
voiceovers and holograms were delivered
over the course of the day using
Greenhouse technology.
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